
Citrus Striped Peyote Bracelet
Project B2235
Kat Silvia

Ready to splash into summer with some bright citrus fun?  This geometric odd count peyote is a bold pattern of juicy cool

colors.

What You'll Need

Miyuki Delica Seed Beads, 11/0 Size, 7.2 Grams, Luminous Creamsicle DB2033

SKU: DB-2033

Project uses 1 piece

Miyuki Delica Seed Beads, 11/0 Size, 7.2 Grams, Matte White DB351

SKU: DB-351

Project uses 1 piece

Miyuki Delica Seed Beads, 11/0 Size, 7.2 Grams, Silver Lined Caribbean Teal DB1208

SKU: DB-1208

Project uses 1 piece

Miyuki Delica Seed Beads, 11/0 Size, 7.2 Grams, Opaque Canary AB Yellow DB1572

SKU: DB-1572

Project uses 1 piece

Silver Plated Tube Clasp 31mm Five Rings Strands (2)

SKU: FCL-5506

Project uses 1 piece

FireLine Braided Beading Thread, 4lb Test and 0.005 Thick, 15 Yards, Crystal Clear

SKU: XCR-1280

Project uses 1 piece

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-3006] Beadsmith English Beading Needles Size 12 (4 Needles), [XTL-0117] BeadSmith

Ultra Thread Zap, Battery Operated Thread Trimmer, 1 Piece

Instructions
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Follow the pattern in the photo to achieve your desired length.  Please note that the clasp will add about a 1/2 inch.

1. Please watch our video: How to Flat Odd-Count Peyote Stitch.  From what you learned in the video cut off a length of thread you are comfortable
working with.  As you work you will have to tie off and add new thread.

2. Begin by following the pattern.  What you have is a small portion of the pattern.  It is a geometric repetitive pattern.  Weave your desired length.

3. To attach the clasp, take your needle and thread through the bead below the last up bead in the row you finished with.  Follow the thread path and come
up from the second up bead.  Add five seed beads, go down through the third up bead.  Weave your thread to come up from the fourth up bead, add five
seed beads and go down through the fifth up bead.  Weave your thread to come up from the sixth up bead, add five seed beads and go down through the
seventh up bead.  Weave your thread to come up from the eighth up bead, add five seed beads and go down through the ninth up bead.  Weave your
thread to come up from the tenth up bead, add five seed beads and go down through the eleventh up bead.  Turn your thread around through the adjacent
beads and retrace this going back through the thread path.  This will help secure the clasp in place.

4. Repeat this process on the other side.  Tie off and weave in all thread tails.

Loom Pattern
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